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N.C. Stroke Association Honors Posthumously Janet Greiwe with SHAPE Award  
Cleveland County HealthCare System vice president was passionate about stroke care & prevention 

  
WINSTON-SALEM, N.C. (October 10, 2014) — The N.C. Stroke Association (NCSA) honored 
posthumously Janet Greiwe with the organization’s annual SHAPE Award (Stroke Heroes Advocating 
Prevention and Education) at a special event on September 23rd at the LeGrand Center in Shelby, N.C. 
NCSA established the SHAPE award to honor health care providers and other advocates who have 
demonstrated extraordinary commitment and passion for stroke prevention and education in North 
Carolina.   

Greiwe served as Vice President, Systems Management at Cleveland County HealthCare System, 
which includes Cleveland Regional Medical Center (CRMC) and Kings Mountain Hospital (KMH). She 
worked closely with the NCSA, and through her efforts, CRMC applied for and received an NCSA grant 
in 2010 to subsidize the stroke program at the hospital.  In July of 2012, CRMC received accreditation 
through The Joint Commission as a Certified Primary Stroke Center.  Greiwe passed away in 2013. 

“Janet was passionate about stroke care.  When she saw a need, she made things happen,” said 
Wendy Roper, RN, Stroke Coordinator at CRMC and KMH.  “Janet took the lead in keeping stroke care 
local. It was one of Janet’s proudest moments when CRMC became a certified stroke center.”  

Janet was a Registered Nurse and a member of Sigma Theta Tau; Multistate Compact; and the 
American Organization of Nurse Executives.  She held clinical and administrative positions at hospitals 
in New Jersey, California, North Carolina and South Carolina. 

Beth Parks, NCSA Executive Director, said, “When I first met Janet, I knew she was someone special. 
She cared so deeply for the people in her community who were impacted by stroke and was determined 
to create better local care. Her ability to collaborate and bring people together to reach a common goal 
was uncanny. She was truly a role model for us all for her commitment to and passion for stroke 
education, prevention and care.” 

About the N.C. Stroke Association !
The North Carolina Stroke Association is a 501 (c) 3 organization founded in 1998 by a group of 
physicians and lay people who saw the need to address the state’s increasing prevalence of stroke and 
its attendant disabilities. With operational seed money from the Kate B. Reynolds Charitable Trust, 
NCSA began to fulfill its mission to reduce the incidence and impact of stroke in North Carolina 
through collaborations to facilitate screening, education, outcome assessments and advocacy. For 
more information, visit www.ncstroke.org. !
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